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Season 03 • Episode 16 • The Enigma machine

The Enigma machine

Prerequisites :

Season
Episode
Time frame

03
16
2 periods

Main ryptographi te hniques

Objectives :
• Dis over the workings of the Enigma ma hine.
• Count the number of possibilities oered by the ma hine.
Materials :
• 6 opies of ea h fa t sheet.
• 6 × 3 × 3 = 54 opies of the Enigma ma
• 6 × 4 = 24 opies of the rotors page.

hine setup page.

1 – Expert teams

25 mins

The lass is divided in 6 groups. Ea h group is given a fa t sheet about one of the aspe ts
of the Enigma ma hine. They have 25 minutes to understand the explanation and nd a
partial formula for the number of possibilities oered by their part of the ma hine.

2 – Mixing the teams

30 mins

The lass is on e again divided in 6 groups, with one member from ea h of the 6 expert
groups. They have 30 minutes to ommuni ate and understand the global workings of the
Enigma ma hine, and ompute the total number of possibilities.

3 – Coding and decoding messages

1 period

Ea h group has to ode and de ode some messages and gets mark depending on the
number of orre t odings and de odings.

The overall design of Enigma

Season
Episode
Document

03
16
Fact sheet 1

An Enigma ma hine is an ele tro-me hani al rotor mahines that was used for the en ryption and de ryption
of se ret messages by the German army during World
War II. Like other rotor ma hines, the Enigma ma hine
is a ombination of me hani al and ele tri al subsystems.
The me hani al subsystem onsists of a keyboard ; a set
of rotating disks alled rotors arranged adja ently along
a spindle ; and one of various stepping omponents to
turn one or more of the rotors with ea h key press.

The me hani al parts a t in su h a way as to form a varying ele tri al ir uit. When a letter
key is pressed, the ir uit is ompleted ; urrent ows through the various omponents in
their urrent onguration and ultimately lights one of the display lamps, indi ating the
output letter. For example, when en rypting a message starting with the letters ANX. . . ,
the operator would rst press the A key, and the Z lamp might light, so Z would be the
rst letter of the iphertext. The operator would next press N, and then X in the same
fashion, and so on.
To illustrate the detailed operation of
Enigma, please refer to the wiring diagram
on the left. To simplify the example, only four
omponents of a omplete Enigma ma hine
are shown. In reality, there are 26 lamps and
keys, several plugs (varied with model) and
rotor wirings inside the rotors (at least three
were installed).
Current ows from the battery (1) through
a depressed bi-dire tional letter-swit h on a
keyboard (2) to the plugboard (3). The urrent winds through the (unused in this instan e, so shown losed) plug (3), then via
the entry wheel (4) through the wiring of
the three installed rotors (5), and enters the
ree tor (6). The ree tor returns the urrent, via an entirely dierent path, through
the rotors (5) and entry wheel (4), pro eeding through plug 'S' onne ted with a able
(8) to plug 'D', and another bi-dire tional
swit h (9) to light the appropriate lamp.
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In German military usage, ommuni ations were divided up into a number of dierent
networks, all using dierent settings for their Enigma ma hines. Ea h unit operating on
a network was assigned a settings list for its Enigma for a period of time. For a message
to be orre tly en rypted and de rypted, both sender and re eiver had to set up their
Enigma in the same way ; the rotor sele tion and order, the starting position and the
plugboard onne tions must be identi al. All these settings (together the key in modern
terms) must have been established beforehand, and were distributed in odebooks.
An Enigma ma hine's initial state, the ryptographi key, has several aspe ts :
• Wheel order (Walzenlage) : the hoi e of rotors and the order in whi h they are tted.
• Initial position of the rotors : hosen by the operator, dierent for ea h message.
• Ring settings (Ringstellung) : the position of the alphabet ring relative to the rotor
wiring.
• Plug settings (Ste kerverbindungen) : the onne tions of the plugs in the plugboard.

In fa t, the Enigma ipher ma hine onsists of ve variable features :

1. a plugboard whi h an ontain from zero to thirteen dual-wired ables ;
2. three ordered (left to right) rotors whi h wire twenty-six input onta t points to
twenty-six output onta t points positioned on alternate fa es of a disk ;
3. twenty-six serrations around the periphery of the rotors whi h allow the operator
to spe ify an initial rotational position for the rotors ;
4. a moveable ring on ea h of the rotors whi h ontrols the rotational behavior of the
rotor immediately to the left by means of a not h ;
5. a ree tor half-rotor (whi h do not in fa t rotate) to fold inputs and outputs ba k
onto the same fa e of onta t points.
Your task : Understand the overall workings of the Enigma ma hine and be ready to put
together the pie es of information brought by other students. You will be the team leader.

The plugboard

Season
Episode
Document

03
16
Fact sheet 2

An Enigma ma hine is an ele tro-me hani al rotor ma hines
that was used for the en ryption and de ryption of se ret
messages by the German army during World War II. Like
other rotor ma hines, the Enigma ma hine is a ombination
of me hani al and ele tri al subsystems.
The rst variable omponent was the plugboard. Twenty-six
(A to Z) dual-holed so kets were on the front panel of the
ma hine. A dual-wired plugboard able ould be inserted making a onne tion between any pair of letters. Enigma ryptographers had a hoi e of how many dierent ables ould
be inserted (from zero to thirteen) and whi h letters were
onne ted.
A able pla ed onto the plugboard onne ted letters up in pairs ; for example, E and Q
might be a onne ted pair. The ee t was to swap those letters before and after the main
rotor s rambling unit. For example, when an operator presses E, the signal was diverted
to Q before entering the rotors. Several su h ste kered pairs, up to 13, might be used at
one time. However, normally only 10 pairs were used at any one time.
The plugboard ontributed a great deal to the strength of the ma hine's en ryption : more
than an extra rotor would have done. Enigma without a plugboard (known as unste kered
Enigma) an be solved relatively straightforwardly using hand methods ; these te hniques
are generally defeated by the addition of a plugboard, and Allied ryptanalysts resorted
to spe ial ma hines to solve it.

Your task : Understand the workings of the plugboard and nd out the number of dierent
settings there were, depending on the number p of plugs used. You will be the plugboard
spe ialist in your team.

Rotors inner circuitry

Season
Episode
Document

03
16
Fact sheet 3

An Enigma ma hine is an ele tro-me hani al rotor ma hines
that was used for the en ryption and de ryption of se ret
messages by the German army during World War II. Like
other rotor ma hines, the Enigma ma hine is a ombination
of me hani al and ele tri al subsystems.
The se ond variable omponent was the three ordered (left to
right) rotors whi h onne ted twenty-six input onta t points
to twenty-six output onta t points positioned on alternate
fa es of a dis .
The rotors (alternatively wheels or drums, Walzen in German) formed the heart of an
Enigma ma hine. Ea h rotor was a dis approximately 10 m (3.9 in) in diameter with
brass spring-loaded pins on one fa e arranged in a ir le ; on the other side are a orresponding number of ir ular ele tri al onta ts. The pins and onta ts represent the
alphabet  typi ally the 26 letters A to Z. When the rotors were mounted side-by-side
on the spindle, the pins of one rotor rest against the onta ts of the neighbouring rotor,
forming an ele tri al onne tion. Inside the body of the rotor, 26 wires onne ted ea h
pin on one side to a onta t on the other in a omplex pattern. Most of the rotors were
identied by Roman numerals and ea h issued opy of rotor I was wired identi ally to all
other rotors I.
By itself, a rotor will perform only a very simple type of en ryption  a simple substitution
ipher. For example, the pin orresponding to the letter E might be wired to the onta t
for letter T on the opposite fa e, and so on. The Enigma's omplexity, and ryptographi
se urity, ame from using several rotors in series (usually three) and the regular stepping
movement of the rotors, thus implementing a poly-alphabeti substitution ipher.

Your task : Understand the inner workings of the rotors and nd out the number of
dierent settings there were for ea h disk, and for three onse utive disks. You will be the
inner rotors spe ialist in your team.

Rotors positioning

Season
Episode
Document

03
16
Fact sheet 4

An Enigma ma hine is an ele tro-me hani al rotor ma hines
that was used for the en ryption and de ryption of se ret
messages by the German army during World War II. Like
other rotor ma hines, the Enigma ma hine is a ombination
of me hani al and ele tri al subsystems.
The third variable omponent of Enigma was the initial rotational position of the three rotors ontaining the wired dis s.
This was spe ied by the ryptographers and set by the mahine operators by means of twenty-six serrations around the
rotor periphery.
The rotors (alternatively wheels or drums, Walzen in German) formed the heart of an
Enigma ma hine. By itself, a rotor will perform only a very simple type of en ryption  a
simple substitution ipher. For example, the pin orresponding to the letter E might be
wired to the onta t for letter T on the opposite fa e, and so on. The Enigma's omplexity,
and ryptographi se urity, ame from using several rotors in series (usually three or four)
and the regular stepping movement of the rotors, thus implementing a poly-alphabeti
substitution ipher.
When pla ed in an Enigma, ea h rotor an be set to one of 26 possible positions. When
inserted, it an be turned by hand using the grooved nger-wheel whi h protrudes from
the internal Enigma over when losed. So that the operator an know the rotor's position,
ea h had an alphabet tyre (or letter ring) atta hed to the outside of the rotor disk, with
26 hara ters (typi ally letters) ; one of these ould be seen through the window, thus
indi ating the rotational position of the rotor.
The Army and Air For e Enigmas were used with several rotors. From De ember 1938,
there were ve, from whi h three were hosen for insertion in the ma hine for a parti ular
operating session. Rotors were marked with Roman numerals to distinguish them : I, II,
III, IV and V.

Your task : Understand rotors positioning and nd out the number of dierent settings
there were for ea h disk, and for three onse utive disks hosen among ve possible disks.
You will be the rotors positioning spe ialist in your team.

Stepping motion

Season
Episode
Document

03
16
Fact sheet 5

An Enigma ma hine is an ele tro-me hani al rotor ma hines
that was used for the en ryption and de ryption of se ret
messages by the German army during World War II. Like
other rotor ma hines, the Enigma ma hine is a ombination
of me hani al and ele tri al subsystems.
The fourth variable omponent of the ma hine was a moveable
ring on ea h of the rotors ; ea h ring ontained a not h in a
spe i lo ation. The purpose of the not h was to for e a
rotation of the rotor immediately to the left when the not h
was in a parti ular position
The rotors (alternatively wheels or drums,
Walzen in German) formed the heart of an
Enigma ma hine. By itself, a rotor will perform only a very simple type of en ryption
 a simple substitution ipher. For example,
the pin orresponding to the letter E might
be wired to the onta t for letter T on the
opposite fa e, and so on.
To avoid merely implementing a simple (and
easily breakable) substitution ipher, every
key press aused one or more rotors to step
before the ele tri al onne tions were made,
and so hanged the substitution alphabet
used for en ryption. This ensured that the
ryptographi substitution would be dierent
at ea h new rotor position, produ ing a
more formidable polyalphabeti substitution
ipher.
The rightmost rotor rotated every time a key was pressed. The
rightmost rotor's not h for ed a rotation of the middle rotor
on e every twenty-six keystrokes. The middle rotor's not h
for ed a rotation of the leftmost rotor on e every 26 X 26
keystrokes. Sin e there were no more rotors, the leftmost rotor's not h had absolutely no ee t whatsoever.

Your task : Understand the rotors stepping motion and nd out the number of dierent
settings there were for the position of the not hes for three onse utive disks. You will be
the stepping motion spe ialist in your team.

The reflector

Season
Episode
Document

03
16
Fact sheet 6

An Enigma ma hine is an ele tro-me hani al rotor ma hines
that was used for the en ryption and de ryption of se ret
messages by the German army during World War II. Like
other rotor ma hines, the Enigma ma hine is a ombination
of me hani al and ele tri al subsystems.
The fth and nal variable omponent of Enigma was the
ree tor. The ree tor had twenty-six onta t points like a
rotor, but only on one fa e.
The ree tor onne ted outputs of the last rotor in pairs, redire ting urrent ba k through
the rotors by a dierent route. The ree tor ensured that Enigma is self-re ipro al :
onveniently, en ryption was the same as de ryption. However, the ree tor also gave
Enigma the property that no letter ever en rypted to itself. This was a severe on eptual
aw and a ryptologi al mistake subsequently exploited by odebreakers.
Thirteen wires internally onne ted the twenty-six onta t points together in a series of
pairs so that a onne tion oming in to the ree tor from the rotors was sent ba k through
the rotors a se ond time by a dierent route. The internal wiring ould be onstru ted
in the following fashion. When one end of the rst wire was onne ted to onta t point
#1, the other side of the wire had twenty-ve dierent onta t points to whi h it ould
be onne ted.
Thus the rst wire onsumed two onta t points and had twenty-ve dierent possibilities.
The se ond wire also onsumed two onta t points, and had only twenty-three dierent
onne tion possibilities remaining from the un onsumed onta t points. The third wire
onsumed two more onta t points and had twenty-one possibilities for onne tion.

Your task : Understand the role and workings of the ree tor and nd out the number of
dierent settings there were. You will be the ree tor spe ialist in your team.

Coding and decoding with Enigma

Season
Episode
Document

03
16
Exercises

For ea h of the following exer ises, you will have to set up a paper Enigma ma hine with :
• a hoi e of up to 10 plugs, ea h one wit hing two letters ;
• three rotors from the ve available  for pra ti al purposes you will rst have to ut
them out and tape two opies of ea h rotor side by side ;
• the initial position for ea h rotor ;
• the position of the not h for the rst two rotors, that is the position whi h, we rea hed,
will make the next rotor move.
For the rst two exer ises, the setup will be given and you will have to de ode a message.
For the last two, you will have to agree on a setup with another group, ode a message,
send it to the other group and de ode their message. Ea h exer ise is worth 5 points.
We will agree that the rst rotor starts moving to the left after the rst letter is oded (or
de oded), and that we start ba k from the initial position at the beginning of a ea h new
message. Also remember that the oding and de oding pro esses are exa tly the same.

Exercise 1 – A simple message with a simple setup
•
•
•
•
•

Use no ables.
Pi k disks I, II III, in that order.
Set the starting positions as 1, 1, 1.
Set the not hes positions at 26, 26, 26.
De ode the message NZAZL HICGI NF.

Exercise 2 – A simple message with a more complicated setup
• Look up the onguration for the day 31 on the overall design sheet.
• Set up the Enigma ma hine a ordingly.
• De ode the message JMFLR PBDBT ZDJH

Exercise 3 – Coding and decoding a short message
• Agree on a omplete setup with another group, then ode a short message, with less
than 20 hara ters.
• Send the iphered message to the other group through the tea her.
• De ipher the message re eived from the other group.

Exercise 4 – Coding and decoding a longer message
• Agree on a omplete setup with another group, then ode a message with at least 60
hara ters.
• Send the iphered message to the other group through the tea her.
• De ipher the message re eived from the other group.

Season
03
Episode
16
Document Setup

Coding and decoding with Enigma

Disks used : I  II  III  IV 
Starting position and notch for disk 1 :
Starting position and notch for disk 2 :
Starting position and notch for disk 3 :

a b

V
and
and
and

e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦

◦

◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦

◦

◦ ◦

◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦

◦

◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦

◦

◦ ◦

◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦

◦

◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦

◦

◦ ◦

◦
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Document 1 Rotors
Rotor I
◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦

Rotor II
◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦

Rotor III
◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦

Rotor IV
◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦

Rotor V
◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

◦

